STELLAN GIOS

During the time of the High Republic, Jedi Master Stellan Gios ascended through the ranks of the Jedi Order as the Padawan of Jedi Master Sava Krei. After gaining Jedi honors, he developed a strong connection with fellow Jedi Aray Kine and Elizar Mato, though they were apprenticed to different masters. Gios is regarded by the wise Council amongst the Order, focused on upholding the Jedi tradition.

Gions's lightsaber is an elegant weapon with a crossguard and a hilt that allows him to easily wield it with two hands like a broadsword. The crossguard's spacers point forward when the saber is not in use, and the weapon can be a defenses that leaves the saber easily accessible. The hilt features striking black, gold, and silver details. When the saber ignites, the crossguard blades push the spacers outward, forming caps to the hilt and creating a secondary guard.